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In England the Division of the High Court that dealt with Probate, Divorce and 
Admiralty was once referred to as the Wills Wives and Wrecks division.  The 
Malaysian High Courts do not have such a division in all the States.  In these 
presents we will not look at Wills and Wrecks but only at Wives i.e Marriage and 
Divorce.  We will examine the difficulties of the Courts, the litigants, the law and 
the uncalled for necessity compelling reference to a Reconciliation Board or a 
Tribunal before a Petition for Dissolution may be presented to the Courts.  In 1976 
the compulsion to refer the difficulties in a marriage to a Tribunal for reconciliation 
was novel as even England did not compel such reconciliation proceedings to be 
initiated before embarking on divorce proceedings in the Court.

The Current Malaysian law of marriage and divorce is founded on The Law Reform 
(Marriage & Divorce) Act 1976 (“the Act”) which came into force on the 1st day 
of March 1982.  The Act had introduced some rather revolutionary aspects to 
the heterogeneous personal laws of non-Muslims in the country.  It followed to 
a certain extent the English laws and divorce by consent was permitted and it 
allowed for dissolution of a marriage on the grounds of conversion to  the religion 
of Islam by one of the spouses.

A touch of history.  In the book “The Law of the Straits Settlements-A Commentary” 
Sir Roland Braddel quoted Sir Benson Maxwell C.J in Choa Choon Neoh vs 
Spottiswoode 1869 who said:

“In this Colony, so much of the law of England as was in existence 
when it was imported here and as is of general (an not merely local) 
policy, inhabitants, is the law of the land; and further, that law is 
subject, in its application to the various alien races established here, 
to such modifications as are necessary to prevent it from operating 
unjustly and oppressively on them.  Thus in questions of marriage and 
divorce, it would be impossible to apply our law to Mohammedans, 
Hindoos, and Buddhists, without the most absurd and intolerable 
consequences, and it is therefore held inapplicable to them.”

Legal historians may be constrained to agree that family laws in the former English 
Colonies touching the lives of non Muslims had similarities with the laws of 
England.  And the family laws of England were premised on English ecclesiastical 
law.  At one time England had Ecclesiastical Courts and Lay Courts and when the 
Priests became too busy the jurisdiction was passed on the Courts. And in the 
colonies laws were changed to suit the local populace.  For instance Ordinance No. 
6 (Hindoo Widows) regulates and permits the remarriage of Hindoo widows and 
removes all obstacles for Hindoo widows remarriage.  It was enacted in 1856.

It may not be uncivil to say that the Brits were brats when it came to women.  They 
may not have been all that good or chivalrous.

On 19-5-1536 Anne Boleyn a wife (2nd) of King Henry VIII was beheaded after she 
failed to produce a male heir.  They say that only virtuous women make good wives 
whereas fallen women are for temporary gratification.  And virginity was deemed a 
prelude to marriage not a goal.  And for women to be chaste was to preserve their 
virginity before marriage and refrain from adultery after.
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Chairman’s Message:
DIRECTIONS

Section 73 of the Legal Profession Act 1976, 
apart from conferring certain administrative 
functions upon the State Bar Committee, 
requires the State Bar Committee “to promote 
and safeguard the interest of advocates and 
solicitors who are members of the State Bar,” 
and “to provide amenities for and generally 
promote the welfare of members of the 
State Bar.” We take these to be our primary 
functions and have since taking office after 
the last Annual General Meeting, focused on 
meeting those objectives.

The direction taken by the new (and now, soon to be retiring) Chief 
Justice to clear the massive backlog of cases that had clogged our 
courts and which was a source of great embarrassment, was no 
doubt laudable, but the measures introduced to achieve that goal, 
in particular the Key Performance Indicator (KPI), the obsession with 
statistics and the excessive zeal shown by certain judicial officers 
in producing the statistics were clearly undesirable. Not only did 
they cause undue stress to litigants and their lawyers, but resulted in 
many wrong, unfair and questionable decisions. It appeared that 
quality was being sacrified at the altar of expediency. It became 
very difficult for members of the Bar to practice under those 
conditions. As a result of the relentless efforts by the Bar, some major 
concessions have been secured from the Judiciary. Firstly, there 
was an Official Statement from the Rt. Honourable Chief Justice 
of Malaysia that the KPI was no longer in force, and secondly two 
Practice Directions were issued by the Chief Judge of Malaya 
addressing the concerns of the Bar. We hoped that those measures 
would reduce the stress and tension for our members and help to 
restore sanity to the system. Although things have eased up a bit, 
there are some who have difficulty in following the CJM’s Practice 
Directions, both in form and in spirit. We keep hearing the same 
old complaints from our members that adjournments on medical 
grounds are still being refused, of cases being struck off very early in 
the day and of unreasonably short times being given to file written 
submissions. The Johore Bar Committee raises these issues with the 
Senior Judge of the High Court in Johor Bahru as and when they 
arise, and it is gratifying to note that His Lordship has responded 
very positively and urgently in dealing with those issues, for which 
an expression of appreciation is in order. We hope to continue in 
this direction. 

Lately members have been beset with problems caused by the 
implementation of the Electronic Filing System (EFS) in the Johor 
Bahru courts. We do not dispute that the EFS is good and the way 
to go, but fear that it may have been introduced rather hastily and 
haphazardly and without considering the teething problems (which 
are as yet unresolved) experienced in the Kuala Lumpur courts, 
where it was introduced some months earlier. We have received 
feedback, inter alia, that the filing of originating process and other 
documents under the EFS is not all that smooth and is a lot slower 
compared to manual filing. We are taking up these issues with the 
authorities.

Another matter that the Johore Bar Committee would be pursing 
this year is the acquisition of a suitable property for the Johore Bar. 
As you are aware, the Johore Bar Secretariat is presently functioning 
in rented premises. We are one of the few State Bars without our 
own building and the Bar Council has also urged us to give priority 
to this matter.

There is much to be done. It will not be an easy ride. But we hope to 
succeed, with your support and co-operation of course!

S. GUNASEGARAN
Chairman
Johore Bar Committee

S. Gunasegaran
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According to Sir Roland Braddel the Chinese institution of marriage posed a problem to the colonialists.  The English in their 
Christian thinking took the view that marriage is “the voluntary union for life of one man and one woman to the exclusion 
of all others” to use the classic definition of Lord Penzance in Hyde vs Hyde and Woodmansee.  The Chinese in the Colonies 
practiced polygamy.  In Regina vs Williams 1858, Maxwell R said:

“In this place where the law of England has been for the first time brought to bear upon races among whom polygamy 
had been established from the remotest antiquity, the Court had had to consider the question, and has always held 
polygamous marriages valid.  Whether the local Judicature erred, or not, in coming to this decision, I do not stop to 
consider.”

In Choo And Chee vs Neo Chan Neo and others 1908 (“The Six widows case”) the Court of Appeal upheld the ruling and held 
that all widows of a Chinese were entitled to share of the Estate of the deceased common husband under the statute.

Tan Sri Lee Siow Mong in an article “Chinese Customary Marriage And Divorce” 1972 (2) MLJ pg iii wrote that:

“A Chinese customary marriage is a contract between two families without the intervention of the civil authorities.  
Like wise, a divorce is brought about in the same way.  In the simplest case mere incompatibility of temper with 
mutual consent is sufficient reason for a divorce provided the woman’s parents are able to take her back.

There are seven grounds for divorce, namely:-
1) Inability to bear a son   4)     Loquacity  7)     Malignant disease”
2) Immorality    5)     Theft
3) Disrespect to husband’s parents  6)     Jealousy

Prior to the 1976 Act Civil Marriage Ordinance 1952 governed Marriage and the Divorce Ordinance 1952 divorces. In the 1976 
Act the laws of marriage and divorce were consolidated into a single Act of Parliament. The Act applies to all non-Muslims 
domiciled in Malaysia but does not apply to the peoples of Sabah and Sarawak and aborigines of the Peninsula.  The note 
to the Bill states that it is an Act to replace “the hitherto heterogeneous personal laws applicable heretofore to persons of 
different ethnic origins comprising the majority of the non-Muslim population of Malaysia with a diversity of customs and 
usages observed by them.”

People and parties get married for various reasons.  It may be love, it may be infatuation, it may be loneliness.  The writer in 
the book “Peters Principles” noted that you marry the person closest to you when you are most vulnerable to marriage!  It 
may well be as the Beatles sang:

“You are the sunshine of my life
That’s why I’ll always be around
You are the apple of my eye
Forever you’ll stay (be) in my heart
You are the apple of my eye
Forever you’ll stay (be) in my heart
You must have know that I was lonely
Because you came to my rescue
An though I know that this is heaven
How could so much love be inside of you”

In the Christian marital vows the pledge normally taken is as which Prince Williams and Kate Middleton took with a wee bit of 
modification. The vow is as follows:

“I ______, take you ______, to be my wedded wife, to have and to hold, from this day forward, for better, for worse, for richer, 
for poorer, in sickness and in health, to love, to obey and to cherish, till death do us part, or the Lord comes for His own, and 
hereto I pledge you my faithfulness.”

It is said that the exact wording of the vow is not set in stone, as evidenced by Kate  Middleton’s (now Duchess of Cambridge) 
choice to omit “obey” from her vow. 

But the crux and the foundation of the bond of marriage is not premised on the certificate of marriage, the vows of fidelity 
etc that is altered in a religious ceremony or what have you but as Thornton Wilder an American writer wrote it is the promise 
between the parties to the marriage.  That promise is the bedrock and foundation and upon which the institution of marriage 
rests.  It is on those words a solemn promise and a solemn belief that the 
marriage will subsist.  Wilder wrote that the promise is the be all and end all.  
He wrote:

“I didn’t marry you because you were perfect.
I didn’t even marry you because I loved you.
I married you because you gave me a promise.
That promise made up for your faults.
And the promise I gave you made up for mine.
Two imperfect people got married and it was the
promise that made the marriage.
And when our children were growing up,
It wasn’t a house that protected them;
And it wasn’t our love that protected them –
it was that promise.” 

“I have refused invitations to any meetings fete or dance sponsored 
by a political party. I regard this of the first importance so 
that all should know that I am independent of any political party 
whatsoever.”

(Lord Denning in “The Closing Chapter”)

“every Judge on his appointment discards all politics and 
prejudices. The Judges of England have always in the past – and 
always will – be vigilant in guarding our freedoms. Someone must 
be trusted. Let it be the Judges.”

(Lord Denning in “The Closing Chapter”)
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Notwithstanding our independence and soreignity it appears that English laws still have a place in our hearts and rule us from 
their graves so to speak.  This is because S.47 of the Act which reads:

Principles of law to be applied:
“Subject to the provisions contained in this Part, the court shall in all suits and proceedings hereunder act and give 
relief on principles which in the opinion of the court are, as nearly as may be, conformable to the principles on which 
the High Court of Justice in England acts and gives relief in matrimonial proceedings.”

Let us study what the brilliant Judge Lord Denning said:

“He was assigned to the Divorce Courts.  But Denning never handled a divorce case whilst in practice.  He believed 
that “the only basis for a sound family life is a Christian marriage – the personal union of one man with one woman 
to the exclusion of all others on either side, for better or worse, so long as both shall live.
But his stint in the divorce Courts was a blessing as he advocated reforms in divorce laws regarding grounds for 
divorce matrimonial offences and the division of matrimonial properties between husband and wife when they had 
to part.
As far as divorce was concerned he took the view that “if the marriage has broken down irretrievably let there be a 
divorce.  It carries no stigma but sympathy.  It is a misfortune that befalls both.  No longer is one guilty and the other 
innocent. No longer are there long contested divorce suits.  Nearly every case goes uncontested.  The parties come 
to an agreement if they can on the things that mean so much to them.  They divide up the furniture.  They arrange 
the custody of the children the financial provision for the wife and the future of the matrimonial home.  If they cannot 
agree the matters are referred to a judge in chambers.”

It is imperative that the Court before the granting of a decree of dissolution have to consider all the circumstances including 
the conduct of the spouses and the welfare of the children.  The Act provides for the irretrievable breakdown of the marriage 
as the sole ground for dissolution.  But it goes on to stipulate that in its inquiry to ascertain if in fact there has been a breakdown 
the Judge shall have regard to the historical matrimonial offences of adultery desertion and of cruelty.

Shankar J (as he then was) In re Divorce Petitions Nos: 18,20 and 24 of 1983 (1984(2) MLJ pg 158) was aghast when a number 
of petitions for Decree of dissolution came before him.  They were joint petitions by mutual consent but the Judge asked if:

“In other words were there absolutely no conditions for the purpose of testing the sincerity or the strength of the 
declared wish of both spouses to be divorced?
To put it another way, where such mutual consent has been declared in the joint petition, must the judicial dissolution 
of the marriage follow even if the court is satisfied that the marriage has not irretrievable broken down?”

The learned Judge held:
“I hold that mere mutual consent by the spouses to a decree of dissolution does not of itself entitle them to a divorce.  
Such mutual consent cannot of itself oust the jurisdiction of the courts in all the circumstances it is just an reasonable 
that the decree should be made.  In my view irretrievable breakdown of a marriage is still the sole ground for a 
divorce, under the Act.”

Irretrievable breakdown of marriage is a curious term.  It might shield a multitude of matrimonial offences.  And Court have 
held “..the presumption that the marriage has irretrievably broken down cannot in my view be rebutted by professions of love 
and care and assertions that she provided emotional support…” Karthigesu J in Cheong Kim Seah vs Lim Poh Choo 1993 (`) SLR 
172. The Judge took the view that the marriage had broken down as the parties had lived apart for 4 years and more.

When relationships have turned from good to bad from sweet to sour it is in the best interest of parties that they be put apart.  
It is known for distraught parties to go for quick divorces as what Latey on Divorce notes on that the facilities afforded by 
Mexican Courts to grant divorces to all and sundry whatsoever their nationality or domicile which is notorious.

It seems that Indian Courts have quoted with approval “Corpus Juris Secundrum” and have said that 

“A spouse who goes to a state or country other then that of his matrimonial domicile for the sole purpose of obtaining 
a divorce perpetrates a fraud and such as judgment is not binding on the Courts of the other states.”

Element of sham domicile may well be a fraud on the Courts and a serious offence against the law.  It may be that in a family 
Court parties conceal more that they reveal to curb embarrassment.

The Courts and Parliament must make it easy for parties who have fallen apart to be legally set aside. Public interest beckons 
that liaisons that have fallen apart with little or no hope of reconciliation be decently interred.

The Reconciliation Tribunals may not be a competent avenue to investigate the cause of the breakdown and reconcile parties.  
The Tribunal set up by the Registry of Marriage is fraught with danger and incompetence.  Counselors must be professionally 
trained.  What we have at the moment is a set of three minor Government servants with no experience in counseling sitting in 
Council!  Some may not even be married and do not share the sentiment views and feelings of parties before them.  They may 
come from diverse background and different races and religions.  And by reason of our society having become polarized 
people are strangers to each others way of life customs etc no doubting that for the Muslims the syariah forms an imperative 
section of the living laws binding its people.  It is plain that Islam is one of the 3 great monotheistic religions.

Scholars of Islamic Laws of marriage and divorce say that family law has always been held to represent the very heart of 
Syariah Laws.  Polygamy was limited to 4 wives at a time and it was conditional of the man treating all the wives and the off-
springs in equal status.  It is said by some Islamic Scholars that divorce is “the most hateful to God of all permitted things.”  But 
it was in a degree mitigated by the “idda” period during which period remarriage is forbidden.  The “idda” period is like the 
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period between decree nisi and the decree being made absolute.  It gives parties for second thoughts.  Scholars of Islamic 
Law say that “in Islamic Law marriage is emphatically not considered to be a sacrament but rests entirely on a contractual 
basis.  Its essential constituent are declaration and acceptance and no religious ceremony however customary is legally 
necessary.” (J.N.D Anderson)

The Act provides that it governs marriage and divorce of non-Muslims and hence it may be prudent to have professionally 
trained counselors who are non-Muslim to sit on such Tribunals.  After all the tenets of the religion and  teachings of Muslims 
and non-Muslims differ and marriage and divorce are based on some from of religious or moral background.  And parties 
to a marriage at times insist on invoking the blessings of their chosen God before embarking on matrimony so let them be 
judged by their own kind.  The Act says that the law relating to Muslim marriages falls outside the scope of the Act.  So it may 
be prudent for non Muslims to enforce the law relating to non Muslim marriages as they may be better equipped.  After all it 
is said that we are judged by our own peers and not someone elses!

There are differences in the laws.  Dr Ahmad Ibrahim in his book “Family Law in Malaysia in Singapore” writes that according 
to Shafii School of Law when a child is born to a woman who is married to a man (a) after 6 month from the date of marriage 
or (b) within 4 years of the termination of the marriage,  the mother not having remarried them the paternity of the child is 
established with the husband.  He goes or to say that:

“under the Islamic Laws custody is regarded a the right of the child and of the parents especially of the mother.  The 
child is of tender years the mother is the best person to look after the child.
It is reported from Abdullah Ibn Amr that a woman complained to the Prophet (peace be upon him): “O Messenger 
of Allah my womb was a resting place of this som of mine, my breast a drinking place from him and my lap a 
soothing place for him, but his father divorced me and wishes to snatch him away from me.”  The Messenger of Allah 
(p.b.u.h) said: “You have got better right to take him till you marry someone else”.

In “Islamic law in the Modern World” J.N.D Anderson wrote:

“That it covers every aspect of life and every field of human behavior with no distinction whatever, in theory, between 
the religious and the secular, between church and state.” He further wrotes “A Muslim woman is bound to monogamy, 
while a Muslim man may have as many as four wives at once, but no more.  In addition, the Ithna ‘Ashari branch 
of the Shi’a, alone, allows him any number of temporary marriages, or “marriages of enjoyment,” while all schools 
allow a man to indulge rights of concubinage with his own female slaves.  Any sexual intercourse outside these limits 
constitutes zina, or illicit sex relations, for which the punishment is death by stoning in the case of an offender who 
has ever consummated a lawful marriage, and one hundred lashes in the case of others. A muslim man may marry 
a Muslim woman or one from a revealed religion (i.e a Christian or Jewess); but Muslim woman may not marry any 
but a Muslim.”

The Adoption Act 1952 does not apply to Muslims.  The Guardianship and Infant Act 1961 (Ammended 1999) S. (3) reads:

“Nothing in this Act shall apply in any State to persons professing the religion of Islam until this Act has been adopted 
by a law made by the Legislature of that State; and any such law may provide that :-
a) nothing in this Act which is contrary to the religion of Islam or the custom of the Malays shall apply to any person 

under the age of eighteen years who professes the religion of Islam and whose father professes or professed at 
the date of his death that religion or , in the case of an illegitimate child, whose mother so professes or professed 
that religion; and

b) in the case of any other person, this Act so far as they are contrary to the religion of Islam, shall cease to apply 
to such person upon his professing he has completed his age of eighteen years or, if not having completed such 
age, he professes the religion of Islam with the consent of the person who under this Act is the guardian of the 
person of the infant.”

But in the case of Myriam vs Mohamed Ariff 1971 (1) MLJ pg265, the Court held that the Guardianship of Infants Act is 
applicable to Muslim.  Myriam’s case was an interesting case.  The applicant was a Swiss Lady by the name of Theresia Maria 
Ruthemann.  She met the respondent in London.  They were later married at the London Central Mosque,  Regent Lodge Park, 
London.  On the 18th September 1963 the parties went to Kathi’s court at Petaling Jaya to effect a divorce.  With the consent 
of the parties a divorce with condition (Talak Taliq) was granted.  The said condition was that the respondent was to have the 
custody of the children but the applicant could have access to them.  On the 25th November 1968, the applicant married 
one Wan Mohamed Don.  It appears that when the applicant was about to deliver the 2nd child the Respondent had to be 
away in India and had asked Wan Mohamed Don to take care of the needs of the Applicant in case of labour pains etc.  The 
respondent later in January 1969 married his cousin Wan Fatimah Maheran binti Dato’ Wan Ibrahim.

It is reported that the application was for the custody of two infants a girl aged 8 years and a boy aged 3 years by the Swiss 
lady.  The applicant the mother of the infants had been divorced by the respondent the father of the infants.  At the time 
of the divorce the Kathi had recorded a consent order giving the custody of the infants to the father.  Since the divorce 
the applicant had remarried a man not related to the infants.  It was contended by the respondent inter alia (a) that the 
applicant was precluded from making the application as she had consented to the order for custody made by the Kathi (b) 
that the Guardianship of Infants Act 1961 was inapplicable as the infants were Muslims.

The Court held thus: “(1) in the light of section 45(6) of the Selangor Administration of Muslim Law Enactment which provided 
that nothing in the Act shall affect the jurisdiction of any civil court the applicant was entitled to make the application despite 
the consent order made by the Kathi and the court had jurisdiction to hear the application;

(2) that section 5 and 11 of the Guardianship of Infants Act 1961 were applicable as there was nothing to show that these 
provisions conflicted with or were contrary to the Muslim religion or custom of the Malays; (3) that in applying the provisions of 
the Guardianship of Infant Act regard must be had to the religion and customs of the parties concerned but the decision need 
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not be made in accordance with the rules of the religion or custom except when it relates to or concerns a person under the 
age of 18 years professing the Muslim religion in which case any provision which conflicts with or is contrary to Muslim religion 
or custom of the Malays will not apply; (4) that both under the English law and the Muslim law the primary consideration is the 
welfare of the child and applying this consideration in this case, the custody of the girl would be given to the respondent and 
the custody of the boy to the applicant until he reaches the age of 7 or 8 years when either party may be at liberty to apply.  
The parties will also be given reasonable access to the children and temporary custody during the school vacations.”

Let us for a moment look at welfare of children in general.  Must access and custody be premised on guilt?

i) One does not indict one who claims adultery to be serious offence to be out of line with the times and outmoded.

ii) The welfare of the child is the first and paramount consideration.  How about the spouse that is innocent? Lord Justice 
Harman (1962) on this topic said: “It is not law that no consideration shall be given to the spouse who has been deserted 
whose home has been blasted whose matrimonial felicity has been ended through no fault of his.”

iii) It may be that if the child is given to the guilty spouse it would tantamount to show triumph of evil.  Courts must have 
regard to the conduct of any parent to the extent that such conduct is relevant to the welfare of the child.

Courts must try and improve quality of decisions of Judges in matrimonial and custody proceedings.  It might lead to move 
equality of justice between contending spouses for custody of their children and the difficult questions of division of matrimonial 
properties and maintenance may be dealt with.  In dealing with maintenance the husband’s obligation to a newly acquired 
wife/family may weigh down his ability to support the 1st wife and the children.  A wife must also be compelled to maintain 
her former husband if due regard is given to his health and of him having custody of any infirm or infant children of the family 
and all relevant circumstances to evince that he needs support to maintain his station in life.

Judges who sit in judgment must also comply with what the Act says which is it is an Act to govern non-Muslim marriages and 
divorces so let non-Muslims deal with them lest others impose their own personal religious views feeling and law into the personal 
law and rights of another who does not share the same views on marriage family divorce custody and the like.  It was an eminent 
Malaysian Judge (Tun Suffian?) who once said that reading Malaysian Law reports you cannot tell the race and religion of the 
judgment writer.  But these days a fleeting glance will betray the identity of the writer as judgments are more emotional then 
rational and decorated with names of religious scholars and prophets.  Some judges exhibit brilliance in religious scholarship 
rather then their learning in the law. It may be an attempt to be “holier than thou” amongst their peers.  The Star Newspaper of 
the 26th May 2011 reported that Justice 
Mohtarudin Baki in a judgment said 
that “As a Muslim, I am duty-bound to 
expedite the burial.”  With respects to 
the Judge he ought not to have been 
emotional and exhibitional about his 
religious feelings but ought to have been 
rational of his judicial mettle.  Religious 
political and other affiliation ought not 
to cover or taint one’s judgment in a 
Court of Law.  As Denning said in “The 
Closing Chapter”: “every Judge on his 
appointment discards all politics and 
prejudices.  The Judges of England have 
always in the past – an always will – 
be vigilant in guarding our freedoms.  
Someone must be trusted.  Let it be the 
Judges.”

S. Balarajah
30th June 2011


